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Review Article 

Globally unique product identifiers – requirements for 
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Managing product information for product items during their whole lifetime is 

challenging, especially during their usage and end-of-life phases. The main difficulty is 

to maintain a communication link between the product item and its associated 

information as the product item moves over organizational borders and between 

different users. As network access will typically not be continuous during the whole 

product-item lifecycle, it is necessary to embed at least a globally unique product 

identifier (GUPI) that makes it possible to identify the product item anytime during its 

lifecycle. A GUPI also has to provide a linking mechanism to product information that 

may be stored in backend systems of different organizations. GUPIs are thereby a 

cornerstone for enabling the Internet of Things, where “intelligent products” can 

communicate over the Internet. In this paper, we analyze and compare the three main 

currently known approaches for achieving such functionality, i.e. the EPC Network, 

DIALOG and WWAI. 

Keywords: Internet of Things; Coding schemes; Communication protocols, 
Decentralized systems 
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1 Introduction 

The phrase Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is commonly understood to be a 

strategic approach that incorporates the management of data associated with products of 

a particular type, and perhaps the versions and variants of that product type, as well as 

the business processes that surround this (Stark, 2004; Ameri and Dutta, 2005; 

CIMdata, 2007). This product definition data is generated when the product is first 

conceived, and it then continues to evolve with the addition of detailed specifications, 

user manuals, CAD drawings, manufacturing instructions, service manuals, disposal and 

recycling instructions and so forth. For such traditional PLM, the product information 

generation process seems to end after production. When the product enters actual use, 

PLM mainly signifies providing access to the existing information but hardly any new 

information is generated about the products. This is, perhaps, a reflection of the point of 

view of the manufacturing industry that tends to see PLM mainly as a distributed 

Knowledge Management task of the “extended enterprise” that created the product 

(Ameri and Dutta, 2005). With this view of PLM, there has been only slight interest in 

how the customer uses each individual product, or in how that product has behaved.  

This view has been changing. With the trend towards manufacturers providing 

“services” rather than “products” (Mont, 2002; Auramo and Ala-Risku, 2005), it has 

become more important for such service providers to understand and track how each 

product is used and behaves to enable more intelligent maintenance regimes, 

e.g. predictive maintenance (Lee et al., 2004; Anke and Främling, 2005). Furthermore, 

as more responsibility for disposal of products at end-of-life (EOL) is placed on the 

manufacturer, such usage information will enable more efficient reuse and recycling of 

products and their components. PLM business processes associated with the in-service 

phase are intended to support feedback from use, maintenance, and dismantling 
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procedures, and this feedback can trigger improvements to products. Nonetheless, the 

inability to identify the product instance, as opposed to generic class of product, limits 

this process. Clearly, the PLM life cycle needs to be extended to allow the tracking of 

what happens to individual products, not just during manufacture, but throughout their 

life.  

When moving from the traditional “product-type” view of PLM to an item-specific 

view, the way that product information is stored and accessed changes radically. With 

product-type PLM, product information is typically handled on a company or 

organisational level because they produce most of the product information. In product-

item PLM, a large amount of the product information is produced during the usage 

phase of the product, outside the organisations that designed or manufactured them. 

Therefore the collection and usage of product information becomes more challenging in 

product-item PLM. For example, in some industry sectors (e.g. aircraft parts, heavy 

machinery), the usage or middle-of-life (MOL) phase may extend up to 30 years, during 

which time it is important to compile a complete record of maintenance events 

involving each individual part, for reasons of safety and warranty management, 

especially as each part may pass among multiple owners and custodians as well as being 

installed and removed from a number of aircraft or machines during its service lifetime 

and undergo a number of upgrades and repairs. Also, at the end-of-life (EOL) of the 

product, the service and maintenance history can be used to make more informed 

decisions about how to reuse or recycle product components and, for some products, 

disposal actions must be documented to ensure compliance with environmental 

regulations.  
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Figure 1. Product-item PLM. In different phases of the lifecycle, the “thing” may be an idea, a set of 
CAD drawings, sub-assemblies that are not yet assembled, the actual “product item” or disassembled 
parts of the product item.  

Product- or item-centric approaches to product information management offer a 

solution to product-item PLM (Kärkkäinen, et al., 2003a, 2003b; Bajic and Chaxel, 

2002; Chaxel, et al., 1999; Parlikad, et al., 2003). The concepts of product agent 

(Främling et al., 2003, 2006a) or product avatar (Hribernik et al., 2006) are the key 

elements for implementing the necessary product-centric information management. 

Product-centric information management is also closely related to the Internet of Things 

concept that has been proposed as an extension to the Internet, where it would be 

possible to access information about any tangible “thing” over the Internet as illustrated 

by figure 1. The Internet of Things concept is somewhat similar in purpose to a PLM 

repository, however it is singular (one common entity rather than a multitude of 
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individual repositories), distributed (spread in a decentralised manner over a large 

number of organisations and computers), and shares ownership (no single body owns all 

of the data).  

In figure 1 the “thing” has been illustrated in the same way for the different phases of 

its lifecycle, which is an obvious simplification. During the design phase, the “thing” is 

a collection of ideas, design documents etc. that may even be spread over several 

organizations. In the manufacturing phase, the “thing” is a set of parts and 

subassemblies that may be manufactured by different organizations and that are 

“things” already by themselves. The “thing” that the consumer buys and/or uses is then 

the tangible result of all the previous phases and of its usage history. The corresponding 

product information obviously tends to be spread over different organizations, 

geographical locations and information systems. The product information may also be 

type-specific for some parts and sub-assemblies while it is item-specific for other parts. 

In this context, the following challenges arise: 

1. It is usually impossible to store all product information with the product item 

itself, so portions of it need to be stored in “backend” systems. Indeed, there 

are many good reasons to store data on the network rather than trying to 

store all the product information on the product item. These include cheaper, 

unlimited data storage, better security management of data and being able 

to retrieve data even when the product item is not physically present. 

2. In order to associate product items with the correct product information in 

backend systems, every product item needs to be uniquely and globally 

identified among all other product items.  

3. Product items usually change their location during their lifecycle, so they 

tend to have only intermittent network access (typically through Internet). 
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When they have network access, they may need to access, modify or 

synchronize product information with the backend systems.  

A key issue when addressing these challenges is how to create the link between the 

product-item itself and the associated product information. With many organizations 

involved, they all tend to use different identifiers or references. Therefore, in order to be 

globally useful in an Internet of Things context, both the issuing organisation and the 

identifier are needed for globally unique product identification. In this paper, we 

analyse the pros and cons of the three currently known approaches to create and use 

Globally Unique Product Identifiers (GUPIs) (Främling et al., 2006b) for implementing 

the Internet of Things: 

1. EPC Network approach, which defines standard interfaces for related 

information systems that associate the product item with serial-level product 

information in backend systems. The product item is uniquely identified by 

its EPC (Electronic Product Code), which is a flexible identifier framework 

that allows a number of existing product identifiers (such as the GTIN) to be 

embedded. 

2. The ID@URI approach, which uses existing product identifiers (item-level or 

not) and explicitly expresses where product information can be accessed in 

backend systems. 

3. World Wide Article Information (WWAI) approach. WWAI uses existing 

product-item identifiers and links to product information in backend systems 

through a peer-to-peer (P2P) based lookup mechanism.  

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we analyse requirements and 

tradeoffs of product identifiers, in particular from a product-item PLM point of view. 
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Section 3 attempts to compare how well the three known approaches respond to these 

requirements in different situations. The final section presents our conclusions.  

2 Requirements and tradeoffs of globally unique product identifiers 

There are a variety of criteria by which we may qualitatively assess the value of a 

naming scheme and how appropriate it is for product-item identification. We believe 

that it is desirable for the naming scheme to be: 

• Simple, 

• Open, 

• Long-lived, 

• Standard, 

• Extensible, 

• Hierarchical, 

• Providing some guarantee of uniqueness, 

• Distributed, 

• Allowing private numbering, 

• Providing cost effective registration, and, 

• Cost effective per item. 

It is desirable for a naming scheme to be simple since complex ones will tend to be 

costly and difficult to implement. This simplicity will minimise the barriers for entry for 

software developers and systems integrators, as will the characteristic of being open. An 

open naming scheme is desirable since ones that are proprietary or encumbered by 

restrictive patent licenses are less likely to be widely adopted. Also, open schemes will 

not restrict users to one particular software package or hardware platform but allow 

multiple and varied implementations.  
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GUPIs generated by the naming scheme should be long-lived and must last at least as 

long as the product that they are associated with and possibly longer. Therefore, the 

scheme should not encode transitory attributes into the identifier. It might be possible in 

some cases to access the product, and to update the GUPI, but in general we cannot 

assume this to be the case. 

The naming scheme should be a standard one. A global naming scheme needs 

common acceptance. It is not enough for the scheme to be well specified and open; it 

must also be adopted widely. Of course, we must accept that to build consensus and to 

achieve standardisation requires a workforce and financial support. On the other hand, 

we should avoid creating new standards if old ones are sufficient. If new ones are 

required, some support for interchange of data with systems that use legacy standards is 

desirable. 

Much effort will be applied to adopt any particular scheme, but even more effort will 

be required in the future if it becomes necessary to convert to some new scheme. 

Therefore it is important that the naming scheme is extensible and allows the set of 

possible unique names to grow.  

A product-naming scheme that is hierarchical might allow the product type to be 

derived from its name directly, thus potentially simplifying some operations. 

Furthermore, a hierarchical structure may reduce the amount of duplication in the 

storage of information that is the same for a particular product type. 

It is important for the naming scheme to provide some guarantee of the global 

uniqueness of the identifier. If the identifier were not unique, some other contextual 

information would be needed to fully identify the product. Although in some cases, 

context can be obtained, say through the position of the product, or from the order in 

which events are seen, it may not always be possible. 
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Although the easiest way to obtain unique identifiers might seem to be to centralise 

their naming and name resolution to network addresses, this would also be 

cumbersome. Rather, the scheme should distribute the resolution of network addresses 

in such a way that the failure of a node in the network should not disable name 

resolution nor product information lookup from other nodes. At the same time, it might 

sometimes be necessary to have private identifiers that are only intended for internal 

use. Preferably any private identifiers should also be identifiable as such. 

The final two requirements have implications for cost effectiveness. First, any 

registration with a central body will add to the cost of using the scheme. In some cases, 

this cost may be small if the registration needs to be performed only once for a large 

range of identifiers. Second, the cost of identifying the item, whether it is via passive or 

active Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag, or simply the addition of a barcode, 

also increases the cost of using the scheme. In considering this cost, we must also 

consider how compact the naming scheme is, since tags that require less memory tend 

to be cheaper. 

3 Analysis of relevant GUPI approaches 

In this section, we first present three currently existing approaches for GUPIs and how 

they address the needs of PLM. In the last sub-section, we attempt to analyse how well 

these approaches satisfy the requirements set out in section 2.  

3.1 EPC Network approach 

The Electronic Product Code (EPC) is one approach for creating references between 

product items and the product agent or backend information services. EPC identifiers 

are Uniform Resource Names (URNs, Moats, 1997) that uniquely name objects. The 

EPC URN naming scheme is a ratified published open standard, known as the “EPC 

Tag Data Standard”, which describes how a number of existing product identifiers may 
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be formatted as a URN for use in the EPC Network. These existing product identifiers 

include serialized versions of the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN), which is related 

to the UPC-12 / EAN-13 barcodes already found on many products. When the EPC 

URN identifier is stored on passive RFID tags, a very compact binary format is used, 

requiring a minimum of only 64 or 96 bits of tag memory to store a wide range and 

large number of identifiers. This is achieved by not encoding the URN into binary as 8-

bit bytes per character – but instead encoding various identifier fields as binary-encoded 

integers and replacing the URN prefix with a compact 8-bit “header” code. 

The Object Name Service (ONS) is the lookup mechanism used to obtain one or 

more URLs where authoritative information can be obtained for a given EPC. ONS is 

an extended implementation of the Domain Name System (DNS), using NAPTR 

(Naming Authority Pointer) DNS records. ONS provides a scaleable hierarchical lookup 

system, re-using existing DNS tools and protocols to perform the lookup. The root-level 

of ONS has been operational for over two years and resolves the Manager ID (usually 

points to the manufacturer of the product). The root-level is administered by EPCglobal 

Inc., and the operation of the root-level servers is currently subcontracted to Verisign 

Corporation. The second tier of ONS provides for resolution of different product classes 

within a company. It may be implemented using an in-house DNS name server. Entries 

in the root-level ONS lookup system are currently only provided for subscribers of 

EPCglobal Inc. 

ONS records provide not only a set of one or more URLs of information services, but 

also meta-data to indicate the type of information service provided by each URL in the 

set. This allows computer programs to automatically select between web pages, EPC 

information services, web services, XML data files and other services that may be 

added in the future, without needing to attempt to guess this from the URL pathname. 
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Figure 2. Product information lookup with EPC Network approach. 
 

For Global Trade Item Numbers (GTIN), the Object Name Service provides records 

only at product class resolution – no serial-level resolution. The EPCglobal Architecture 

Framework Document (Traub et al., 2005) identifies “Discovery Services” as a future 

component of the network that will provide for dynamic serial-level lookup across the 

entire supply chain, in a way that is both massively scaleable and secure. To date, 

EPCglobal have not yet chartered a work group to standardize Discovery Services, 

although there are several technology vendors currently providing implementations of 

Discovery Services, albeit with no guarantee of a standard API among their 

implementations. 

In the EPC Network, product item information may be accessed from various 

networked databases using a standardized interface framework, EPC Information 

Services (EPCIS) as illustrated in figure 1. The EPCIS specification is currently a 

Proposed Specification (i.e. close to ratification) and will standardize how client 
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application programs may request current or historical data about EPC-tagged objects, 

together with higher-level semantic annotations such as the business steps and 

transactions associated with a particular observation event. EPCIS defines a modular 

framework for query and capture of such information, together with a standardized 

reporting format/schema and transport bindings to web services and existing electronic 

data interchange (EDI) technologies such as EDI INT AS2. 

In addition to Tag Data Standards, ONS and EPC Information Services, the EPC 

Network intends to develop an end-to-end architecture of layered open standards, 

ranging from the air interface (reader-tag radio communication) all the way up to 

interfacing with existing business information systems. This also includes 

standardization of the Reader Protocol (software interface for reading/writing to tags), 

Reader Management (network monitoring of readers), Application Level Events 

(filtering, collection and reporting of observation events). EPC standards are developed 

through a community participation process involving end-users and technology 

providers. Following ratification, they are published by EPCglobal and freely available 

for download. To date, standards have been ratified for Tag Data Standards, Tag Data 

Translation, Object Name Service, Application Level Events, Reader Protocol and 

Reader Management. It is expected that EPC Information Services will be ratified in 

2007. 

3.2 ID@URI approach and DIALOG information system  

In the DIALOG approach (Främling, 2002; Huvio, et al., 2002) an ID@URI notation 

has been used for creating a GUPI, where the ID part identifies the product item at the 

URI (Uniform Resource Identifier, Berners-Lee, et al., 1998)). If the URI is a Uniform 

Resource Locator (URL, Berners-Lee, et al., 1994), it is straightforward to link to a 

product agent or backend information services so no ONS-type approach is needed. The 
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uniqueness of a URL is guaranteed by the DNS infrastructure. For an ID@URI to be a 

GUPI, the ID part should be unique for the corresponding URI. At the minimal level the 

ID@URI reference can be embedded as a barcode or using a passive RFID tag. In that 

case the URI should preferably remain the same during the product’s entire lifecycle 

because changing it requires physical access to the product item itself. For more 

intelligent devices, such as smart cards or car engine control units, this should not 

usually be an issue because they can update the URI themselves if needed. It is also 

possible to embed a list of alternative ID@URI references e.g. for ensuring access to 

backend systems even if some URI would not be operational. Since the URI part uses 

existing standards and since many possible standards exist for the ID part, this approach 

does not need any new identifier standards. Examples of usable standards for the ID are 

the EPC explained in the previous section, well-known industrial standards such as 

GTIN, SSCC GRAI etc., as well as ordinary serial numbers that are typically designed 

to be unique by product manufacturers.  

Product information can be accessed through a middleware system called DIALOG 

as illustrated in Fig. 2. The DIALOG system is mainly used for testing and verifying 

new concepts and models for research purposes. It has also been used in two industrial 

pilots in a multi-enterprise setting in 2002 and in 2004 for tracking shipments in project 

deliveries (Kärkkäinen, et al., 2004). The current DIALOG implementation supports 

three protocols and data formats for message passing. Available protocols are: 

SOAP (http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/). Programming language-independent 

protocol. Data is transferred as text using the XML notation.  

HTTP-POST/HTML <FORM> (http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/). 

Programming language-independent protocol. Data is transferred as text 

using the HTML form format (can also be XML-encoded).  
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Java RMI (Sun Microsystems, 2002). Mainly used in development and in 

intra-company installations. RMI is flexible and easy to use, but firewalls 

and version management tend to be problematic.  

The communication protocol to use can be specified in the “scheme” part of the URI, 

e.g. soap://server.comp.com/dialog, http://server.comp.com/html_dialog or 

rmi://server.comp.com/dialog, respectively. Only “http” is documented as an “official” 

URI scheme. However, the “soap” and “rmi” schemes are also used according to the 

URI specifications and to the recommendations for new schemes (Masinter et al., 1999). 

Supporting different communication protocols is technically simple. An average of 

about twenty lines of code has been needed to implement a new messaging protocol, 

which represents less than 1% of the total middleware implementation.  

In addition to selecting standardised messaging protocols, a major challenge is to 

standardise the communication interfaces, specifically messages and their contents. For 

HTTP, the POST method is used, together with the HTML <FORM> notation for 

representing the data. With SOAP and RMI, only the communication protocol is 

defined but not the message semantics, i.e. the public interface (methods and 

parameters) that are used. The DIALOG software is distributed using an open source 

policy, which means that the message interfaces are publicly available. In practice, an 

open source solution is not sufficient for creating a standardised communication 

interface. This is why the DIALOG platform has an extension mechanism that allows 

other interfaces to be used based on the type of message being sent. This functionality is 

useful for supporting e.g. EPCIS, WWAI, ebXML (http://www.ebxml.org/) or other 

messaging interfaces. The Product Lifecycle Support (PLCS) initiative 

(http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/plcs/) could also provide a good 

communication interface standard, as well as other standardisation initiatives. Finally, it 
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could be conceivable to use the address of a WSDL (Web Service Definition Language) 

file as the URI, which would contain the interface specification.  

The semantic web (Berners-Lee, et al., 2001) community has also produced several 

standards for representing and communicating structured information that could be 

useful for implementing the Internet of Things. In DIALOG, the SOAP and RMI 

interfaces are defined in a similar way to HTTP-POST and HTML <FORM>, i.e. with 

only one method and a generic and extensible object for the data. This approach offers 

similar extensibility and adaptability as the Internet itself (see e.g. Främling and 

Holmström, 2006c), where the combination of an object-oriented approach, semantic 

relations and design patterns are used for managing distributed product information as 

described in (Främling et al, 2007).  

 

 
Figure 3. Product information lookup with ID@URI, DIALOG implementation. Possible links to other 
information providers are stored as semantic relations, e.g. “123@abc.com;is-part-of;321@cba.com” or 
“456@abc.com;contains;654@cba.com” that are stored e.g. at the moment of assembly. Such explicitly 
stored relations are an alternative or complementary solution to dynamic discovery mechanisms as in 
WWAI.  
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3.3 World Wide Article Information system  

A different approach is offered by peer-to-peer (P2P) systems that are mainly known for 

file sharing of music and movies. However, P2P also has many desirable features for 

identifying nodes in the network as well as individual items. New nodes and items can 

be dynamically added at any time and are immediately integrated into the network. The 

network protocol usually takes care of assigning unique identifiers both for nodes and 

items automatically. Therefore there is no need for an external authority to manage 

codes as in the EPC approach. Other advantages of P2P solutions are that all nodes can 

maintain complete control of what data is distributed to whom (even though most file 

sharing applications do not check or restrict who gets access), good fault-tolerance 

(breakdown of one node affects the whole network very little) and possibilities to do 

load-balancing by using nodes that are “close” (in the network communication sense).  

The World Wide Article Information (WWAI) protocol (www.wwai.org) developed 

by Stockway is based on P2P principles. Existing company codes as issued by 

EAN/UCC or other standardisation bodies identify nodes of the network. When a node 

has joined the network, it can autonomously issue identifiers for individual items (e.g. 

product items). New nodes are dynamically discovered when appropriate. The WWAI 

protocol defines messages that enable nodes to exchange any kind of information and 

link any kinds of objects to each other by named relations. There are two types of 

networks supported by WWAI. (i) The first one being the global open network of 

authorized information providers. Joining this network requires certificates issued by a 

certification authority in order to become an official information provider in the global 

network. This is motivated by the need to find a compromise between existing coding 

standards and ensuring the uniqueness of the codes, as well as ensuring data integrity. 

On the positive side, certificates automatically guarantee the authenticity of the 
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information provider. (ii) WWAI also allows building local private networks by using 

the pairing key mechanism instead of certificates. Essentially, this means using a known 

shared key as a token of trust between the partners. The pairing key approach eliminates 

the requirement to use official certificates, but as a drawback partners using the pairing 

key are not able to reach nodes outside of their local domain of trust. The scope of the 

domain is defined by the partners sharing the same pairing key. 

 

 
Figure 4. Product information lookup with WWAI approach.  
 

A WWAI node lookup (Fig. 3) is usually only needed when a product identifier for a 

given company is seen for the first time. After that, network addresses of known nodes 

are cached so that new node lookups do not need to be performed unless the cached 

address fails or changes for some reason. In order to get access to other nodes in the 

network that have information about a specific product item (or some other item, e.g. a 

document, or a multimedia clip), it is sufficient to have one point of entry to the WWAI 

network. The network will automatically forward and route the request to all the 

relevant information providers in the network; the requester will then receive product 

data from all information providers according to privileges set. The information 
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distribution model is asynchronous by nature which essentially leaves the requester the 

responsibility to interpret and classify the gathered information. However, 

synchronization can be achieved by notifying other registered nodes of changes in the 

data of a product, though this is usually feasible only in specific circumstances and for a 

specific set of data. Therefore, contrary to the EPC Network and DIALOG, there is no 

need for a separate “discovery” mechanism for accessing all information from all 

sources/organisations that have information about the product item. 

3.4 Evaluation of different approaches  

Table 1 gives a comparison on how well the different approaches correspond to the 

requirements set out in section 2. The initial intention of the authors was to provide 

ratings to each approach, based on how it performs against each of the requirements. In 

practice, it turned out to be difficult to quantify and to find a common agreement on the 

ratings. Such ratings also tend to be subjective so a qualitative comparison was 

performed instead.  

Table 1. Comparison of different GUPI approaches for the requirements presented in section 2. 
 
Requirement EPC network DIALOG WWAI network 
Simple? some complexity in 

converting EPC to 
network address 

network address directly 
accessible 

requires P2P network 
lookup 

Open? EPCglobal ratified 
standards  

are freely available online 
and build upon existing 

open standards, e.g. XML, 
XSD schema, web 

services 

makes use of existing 
open standards  

identifier structure is 
open, but for the moment 

supported by only two 
software products 

Long-lived? supports changing 
manufacturer’s URLs 
without changing tag 

URI on tag will need to 
change if manufacturer’s 

address changes 

WWAI address not tied to 
a specific URL 

Standard? ratified global standards 
designed to be agnostic to 
industry sector. Currently 
significant adoption by the 

consumer goods / retail 
sector 

no standard of its own, but 
makes use of existing 
standard technologies 

no standard of its own, but 
makes use of existing 
standard technologies 

Extensible? header provides a 
mechanism for extending 

the EPC code The 

no limit to the number of 
bits in the ID. URI part 
could also use future 

ID structure allows 
extensions to support 

virtually any future coding 
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identifier is decoupled 
from the network 

addresses 

network address resolving 
methods, e.g. ONS 

scheme 

Hierarchical? usually includes 
manufacturer, and product 

type identifier parts 

yes, if appropriate ID is 
selected (GTIN, EPC, 

other) 

can include part type and 
item identification parts, 

supports variety of coding 
schemes such as GTIN, 

EPC, other 
Guarantee of 
global 
uniqueness? 

centrally allocated 
Manager ID, item-level 
uniqueness decided and 
controlled by individual 

organizations 

URI globally unique, 
item-level uniqueness 

decided and controlled by 
individual organizations 

Prefix uniqueness ensured 
by certificate 

authorization process, 
item-level uniqueness 

decided and controlled by 
individual organizations 

Distributed name 
resolution, 
product info. 
lookup? 

only one root ONS exists 
for the moment, may 
increase in the future 

as distributed as DNS, 
information lookup is 

vulnerable to node failures 

P2P-type name resolution, 
failure of one node 

doesn’t affect others 

Supports 
“private” 
identifiers? 

could have private 
identifiers (using a private 

/ internal ONS) - but no 
header has yet been 

designated for 'private' 
identifiers 

can have private 
identifiers 

can have private 
identifiers 

Registration 
cost? 

as defined by EPCglobal 
cost of membership 

DNS registration Certificate cost from 
certificate authority 

Item 
identification 
cost? 

compact representation 
supports cheaper RFID 

tags 

long identifier, needs 
more expensive RFID tags 

identifier length ≥ EPC 
and ≤ ID@URI 

 

The assessment in table 1 has been used for performing a further assessment of the 

different approaches, where a grouping has been performed according to some 

representative PLM contexts. The grouping of PLM contexts is mainly based on cost, 

size of manufacturing organisations and the embedded computational capacity of the 

products:  

Cheap products identified with cheap passive RFID: The EPC was 

developed with this specific requirement in mind and allows to use the 

most compact identifier. 2nd is WWAI, 3rd is ID@URI. 

Computationally powerful products with intermittent or slow network access: 

ID@URI allows for the fastest connection to backend system and 

potential URI changes can be handled by device itself. 2nd and 3rd place 

are shared by WWAI and EPC/ONS. 
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Computationally powerful products with fast network access: 1st and 2nd are 

ID@URI (simplest to take into use) and WWAI (most fault-tolerant). 3rd 

comes EPC Network because it still requires standardization and 

widespread adoption of ONS and Discovery Services. 

Barcode: ID@URI is probably the simplest to use (especially with low-range 

readers) because existing IDs can be used directly (even though the 

barcodes may get long depending on the URIs). 2nd and 3rd are WWAI 

and EPC/ONS. 

Big manufacturing companies, strong IT competence: No technical 

preference but EPC Network may be preferred due to the strong support 

of commercial actors. 

Small manufacturing companies (SME): ID@URI is both the cheapest and 

the simplest to take into use. 2nd is WWAI (about as cheap as ID@URI 

because no central registration is required – only certificate), 3rd is EPC 

Network due to EPCglobal subscription costs. However, a number of 

technology solution providers are now offering managed EPC Network 

services with full technical support for companies with limited IT 

resources. 

Adaptability to new identifiers: ID@URI is 1st, because any organization can 

choose which identifier to use for the ID part, so long as the URI 

guarantees its global uniqueness (e.g. if the URI is a URL formed from 

the company’s own domain name). 2nd is WWAI, because each 

organization can append any identifier behind its WWAI prefix. 3rd is 

EPC, because although many types of identifiers can be embedded 
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within an EPC, the available identifier types are determined by 

EPCglobal. 

Adaptability to new software protocols: EPC Network is the most flexible 

solution because the identifier is always decoupled from the network 

address, so the resolution services (ONS and Discovery Services) can 

always support new protocols. ID@URI is 2nd, because the identifier is 

not always decoupled from the network address, so rewriting of tags may 

be necessary if the URI breaks. 3rd is WWAI because it uses its own 

protocol, even though implementations of other protocols can be 

provided by WWAI nodes. 

Fault-tolerance: WWAI is not subject to DNS vulnerabilities and provides 

distributed access to information. 2nd is EPC/ONS because several 

access points to information can be defined in ONS. 3rd is ID@URI 

because it assumes one access point to information (even though the 

information itself can be distributed) and adding more access points 

require using more memory (even though the required amount of 

additional memory is small). 

Changing company names, URL of information access points etc.: WWAI 

handles such functions automatically. 2nd is EPC/ONS because changes 

can be performed through ordinary DNS functionality. 3rd is ID@URI 

because it requires physical access to product unless the URI can be 

remotely updated. 

When reading this assessment, it should be remembered that many components of 

the different approaches can be combined. For instance, a DIALOG software 

component could perform an ONS lookup when it finds an EPC and no URI. An EPC 
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Network component could also use an ID@URI approach after the first successful ONS 

lookup has been performed and continue doing so until the URI possibly fails and it has 

to get a new one. In the same way, a WWAI node could easily implement an ONS 

lookup that would be performed when needed. Still, even though GUPI compatibility 

can be achieved in this way, the three approaches are not compatible on the protocol 

and interface level so the access to product information is still not guaranteed. A deeper 

analysis of the protocol and interface level has intentionally been left out of the scope of 

this paper because the EPC Network standards on that level (i.e. EPC Information 

Services) are not yet ratified and because other related standards also exist. Such a 

deeper analysis is therefore left as a subject of future research.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the comparisons in table 1 it is not possible to identify any “global winner” for 

PLM applications. The EPC Network has three key strengths with respect to PLM: 

First, it proposes standards that are supported by a world-wide standards body (GS1). 

Second, the lookup mechanism helps to insulate the data on the tag from change. This is 

particularly important in a domain where the tag must last for the lifetime of the product 

and may only be accessible intermittently. Third, because it is becoming widespread, it 

may be the case that products have an EPC tag anyway, and that this tag can also be 

used for PLM. Certainly if some other approach was used, it may be necessary to think 

about how to avoid any confusion with existing EPC systems. Nevertheless, the EPC 

Network was not initially designed with PLM as the main priority, and some changes or 

extensions to the architecture may be required. Also, the registration cost may be too 

much of a barrier to entry for some users. 

WWAI seems to be more technically sophisticated than the other approaches. For 

instance, it has built-in discovery services and authentication functionality that have 
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been in use since 2002. The main challenge is that it has a small industrial support 

compared to the EPCglobal Network, so it may have difficulties to impose itself as a 

standard unless adopted by bigger players. However, WWAI supports EPC coding 

standards. Currently, there are software products from two software companies using 

WWAI: Trackway’s Trackway product line and Stora Enso’s PackAgent brand 

authentication software. 

The DIALOG approach might be the most general-purpose one of the three because 

it places few restrictions on the format of the data on the tag. It is probably a good 

solution for “high-end” products with computing power and for smaller ad-hoc 

installations. Nevertheless, some steps may need to be taken to address the longevity of 

URLs used. It is also important to point out that the DIALOG software is developed 

mainly for purposes of research without commercial goals or support. However, the 

ID@URI concept is easily used independently of the DIALOG software. Because the 

DIALOG source code is published under the GNU Lesser General Public License it is 

also possible to use it for developing commercial applications.  
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